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STABILO Woody 3 in 1 Multicolour 18 pc(s)

Brand : STABILO Product code: 880/18-3

Product name : Woody 3 in 1

Woody 3 in 1, 18 pcs

STABILO Woody 3 in 1 Multicolour 18 pc(s):

Colored pencil, water color or wax crayon? The STABILO woody 3 in 1 makes the decision easy, because
it can do it all. Young artists will be able to draw and paint to their hearts’ content.

A real all-rounder.
The STABILO woody 3 in 1 is perfect for kids to draw and paint and ideal for parents too – it washes off
windows and is suitable for many surfaces besides just paper or cardboard. STABILO woody 3 in 1 is a
range of 18 colored pencils that also function as wax crayons and watercolors, making them ideal for
aquarelle work. They offer vibrant color intensity and opacity and even work on dark paper. STABILO
woody 3 in1 pencils are long lasting as their thick shaft contains as much color as eight standard colored
pencils. The STABILO woody is so versatile it can even complement the more mature artist’s toolkit.

Features

Writing colours Multicolour
Quantity per pack * 18 pc(s)
Break-resistant lead
Lead diameter 1 cm
Country of origin Czech Republic
Easy to handle

Packaging content

Pencil sharpener

Packaging data

Package width 174 mm
Package height 30 mm
Package depth 365 mm
Package weight 368 g
Package type Cardboard box

Logistics data

Customs product code (TARIC) 96091090
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